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ABSTRA,:r/
:he lexical development of four infants was recorced

by their parents in diaries. In a selective, imitation situation,
individualized for each child, the responses of the children wera

compared with semantic predictions made on the basis of one of 14
hypothesized rules, and with the semantic alternatives avaiable from
the child's lexicon. It was found that, in general, it is possible to
predict what a child will say and when on the basis of the structure
of a referential event- The research is deemed supportive of the

notion that the distinction between information aaa certainty is the
psychological basis for the distinction between assertion and
Eresupposition in language, i.e., changing, informative elements are
Expressed on ahackground of unexpressed certainties. (35)
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Given a child at the one-word stage who :s encoding

a complex even:, but :s limited to uttering but a single

word, can we characterize which element of the referen-

tial event will be selected for verbal expression? For

instance, when the child says down, coming down the

stairs, he :s expressing change of state of himsel: as

agent. The awareness of self as agent completes the

i7lled semantic relation, but agent is not expressed

verbally, lf, however, the child is at a point :A his

or her cognitive and linguistic development where be

or air is able to express either of the component func-

tions (e.g. agent, lotion), and where h or she also

possesses the specific vocabulary appropriate to express

these functions on this particular situation (e,g me,

down), tat factors determine the choice of one of these

elements for linguistic expression?

In our earlier work (Greenfield, Smitn, and Laufer,

1972; Greenfield and Smith, 1976; Greenfield, 1975) we

have argued that the principle of informativeness can

generally explain which element is selected. Informat-

iveness is used in the information theory sense of un-

certainty, 'Cncertainty exists where there are possible

alternatives; that ele.nent among possible alternatis

which reduces uncertainty the most is considered to be

the most iaformative, But uncertainty must be defined

from :'re child-speaker's point of view. In order

to validate the nature of the child's point of view,

we must construct nypotneses about how the child struc-

tures situations in terms of the distribution of infor-

mation and certainty and see if these hypotheses are

borne out by the facts of semantic choice in these dif-

ferent sorts of situations.

Our view is that the state of certainty or the pro-

cess of taking for granted is the cognitive basis for

presupposition, while perception of uncertiinty or

change is :he cognitive basis for assertion.. In the

ore-word stage, what is take: for granted goes unstated
by the child, while informative or changing elemdnts
are given verbal expression in the single word
utterance.
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Specific Rules

This conceptualization generated a series of

specific rules to account for the linguistic encoding

of the referential events used in our study. While

most of the rules were formulated In advancer, a few

(marked') were formuated after looking at the rata,

It was considered more important to iind out if a body

cm rules existed which auld account for semantic

choice than to adhere strictly' to the hypothetico-

deductive m,del by formulating all rules in advance.

The ex post facto rules should of course be predictively

validated in future studies.

Transitive events

1) When ah agent as making an object undergo a

change of state at a distance from tne:speaker, percep-

tIon of that event is likely to Irsolve 7 Shaft fo-

cus tothe object in guescion. Tne ieehttly of the ob-

ject is uncertain. Hence the object becomes a topic

that is not taken 'or granted and will, therefore, be

expressed.

2) 'ti'hen an object is in the spea:mr's possessiun

or is being; acted upon by the speaker, it is generally

taken for granted through its connection with the self;

its identity is not in question; and it will therefore

go unexpresred, When the object is being acted on, un-

certainty will inhere in the change of state, which

will be expressed,

3) If an object belonging to another person is

given or is in the process of being given no the child/

speaker, the object is taken for granted and the

possessor is expressed verbally.!

'ihen the child is spewing an object to another

person, there is no change ui state to express (Rule 2)

and so the object is named.*

Intransitive events

5) '''pen another animate being is acting, the

speaker's attention is likely already to be focused on

the actor, who therefore represents a constant in the

situation. The actor as topic goes unexpressed and the

action, representing a change in the situation, re-

ceives verbal expression,

6) ;Then the speaker i5 acting, the self as agent

is taken for granted, and the action receives verbal

expression. Another way of looking at this situation

is to say that the agent is a constant while the action

represents a change in the situation,

All _rents

7) If the most uncertain and informative element

within a single referential event is unsuccessfully ex-

pressed, it remains uncertain and informative, There-
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if the child continues to encode the situation

ly, he will persist in encoding that element

successful.*

) If the referential event :s immediately re-

, there is no change in the relative certainty

a._ formativeness of the different elements. There-

fore, if the child continues to encode the situation

verbally the child will express the same element again,*

9) Cnce the most uncertain or informative element

a single referential event involving two elements

, been gan verbal expression, it becomes more cer-

n and less informative. At this point, then, if the

Id continues to encode the situation verbally, he

now express the other aspect, heretofore unstated,

'nuent events in an event sequence

10) if, in a sequence of events, the action (in-

cluding locative action) remains constant while the ob-

ject varies, the object will be given verbal expres-

sion .

11) If, in a sequence of events, the object re-

mains constant while the action varies, the action will

be given verbal expression.

12) If, in a sequence of events, the object re-

mains constant while the location changes, the location

will be given verbal expression.

13) It, in a sequence of events, the possessor re-

mains constant and the object varies, the object will be

given verbal expression.

14) If, in a sequence of events, the object re-

mains constant ancl the possessor varies, the possessor

will be given verbal expression.

is the rare cast where two rules could apply to the

same si:.uation, Rules 10 through 14 override all

others,)

Acdording to our earlier findings (Greenfield and

19"3),agents are informative only when 1) they

are Ose:t or 2) there is a conflict over agency. Be-

cause v..ch situations were not included in our study,

Acne of the rules predict the expression of agent,

A Method of Individualized Experiments

9efore discussing our tests of these predictive

we would like to introduce and discuss a new

methodological concept--the individualized experiment- -

which we developed in the context of the present study,

The individualized experiment deals with the problem

of stimulus equivalence. The basic concept is that

what is held constant across subjects is not the

211ylical characteristics of the stimuli but the

functional relations between subject and stimuli.
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in the present study, the important functional relation-

ships between child-participants and silmul: are the

following: 1) The items relevant to a particular pro-

cedure must be in the participant's lexicon; 2) the par-

ticipant must have used a particular lexical item in

reference to the physical stimuli actually used in the

experiment; 2) the participant must have shown evidence

of the ability to express, in eingleword utterances,

all the semantic functions assumed by the procedure; 4)

the experimenter and surroundings must be maximally

familiar to the participant (to achieve this aim, the

mother served as experimenter and the experiment was

carried out in the child's home). Each of the children

in our sample had in fact a different lexicon, used

lexical items in reference to differ.,nt people, scticns,

and things, had a slightly different set of semant1.2

functions available, and lived in different physical

and social environments.

An important problem addressed by the individual-

iZP:i experiment is that of individual prediction. The

st....dard types of experimental design attempt to pre-

dict only group averages. No attempt has been made to

predict the behavior of any single individual. Yet the

ability to predict behavior for every individual par-

ticipant represents a much more precise level of cc-

havioral understanding. Once the notion of individual-

izing an experimental procedure is put into practice,

it is no longer possible to pool data derived from dif-

ferent individuals and do group analyses. The response

from each subject is treated as a sample in itself. A

statistical analysis is performed on each sample indi-

vidually. The question asked of the statistic is then

"Can one generalize about the behavior of this partic-

ular subject?" The individualized experiment thus

leads to predictions on the individual level,

The Individualized Script Study: Design

Sample

The four children whose results are reported here

are part of a larger longitudinal sample of babies re-

cruited through a private pediatric practice in Los

Angeles. These children were from middle-class white

families. All of the mothers, except one, and the

fathers were college educated. Parents of each baby

were shown how to keep a diary of the child's language

development, The diary focused on lexical development,

stressing development of the semantic functions (Green-

field and Smith, 1976) served by each word. The diaries

were started either before or just after the child's

first meaningful word.
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The partlnelar children whose results are reported

here are those who had reached an appropriate stage of

linguistic development at the time of these experiments.

An appropriate level involved productive use of the

requisite semantic functions, as well as a set of lexi-

cal items from which to make a particular semantic

choice. Level of linguistic development was determined

by a combination of diary information and questioning

of the mother immediately before the design of each

child's individualized procedure.

Procedure

Our procedure was based on the notion of an indiv-

idualized script, Each script was tailored to the

child-participant. The scripts contained situations

designed to test Rules 1-3 and 9-14, as described in

the section on specific predictions, Evidence for Rules

4-S lies In unscripted behavior for all four children.

These situations were in each case constructed from the

child's current vocabulary, semantic functions, and past

history (real life experiences) as determlned.by a com-

bination of diary information and questioning of the

mother. The mother assembled the necessary props, com-

posed of familiar objects, in advance.

The basic method was selective imitation. That is,

the mother as experimenter would follow the script,

carrying out certain actions and describing them ver-

bally or asking the, child to do various things. The

child's verbal expression would consist in selectively

imitating some aspect of the mother's utterance. The

use of imitation 'as an experimental technique is based

on Piaget's basic discovery that imitation, far from

being a mechanical procedure, reflects as much about

the cognitive structure of the imitator as it does about

the characteristics of the model.

A portion of Alice's script is now presented to il-

lustrate how these notions were actualized in practice.

The scripted action appears in Roman type; the speech

is underlined. Next to the scripted action and speech

is listed the applicable rule (from the section on spe-

cific predictions), the resultant prediction in that

instance,, and the alternative semantic possibilities

available in the child's vocabulary. The requisite

semantic functions for a given item type are listed

before each type is presented.

52

Scripted Action Appitcale r.e.Intie se-antic

Speech rule ?rediction Alternative

1) Constant action, var:ahle ablest

(when Alice cores in.fronl outside)

Can You take You: ha: off/. pule Action

c.t hat

Can 27" ttln52@liff ete 1C C'trect

larAe

tetieriStete

off

Can You take your tdTes of!'_ %1! 10 Ce!ect At:len/State

off

Can veu take Your sods off? rule In nliect

socks

ActIon/State

off

The Individualized Script Study: Results

Is it possible to predict what a child will say

when? Our arrwer is a qualified yes. There are two

major qualifications. The first is that we have made

no attempt to predict silence. Our predictions are

therefore of he type, "If the child speaks now, she

will say X." The second is that most children did not

accept and nspond to our script most of the time. The

specific predictions were, houever, band on or:no:pies

that can be apilad to a wide variety of situations.

''hen these sitlations occurred, it was possible to

apo!y these p7Jiciples nstdictivelv. For most child-

ren, it was uccessary to c'umbine utterances relating

to spontanet:u11; created events with. those produced in

response to fte ::!.%pt in order to have a statistically

analyzable srple for each child. 1, addition, as men-

tioned earlier, :our of the rules were formulated after

the data had bec. NI;L:cted.

quantitative

Informativeness, The principle of informativeness

accounted for the actual semantic choices of all four

children in the great majority of cases. Table 1 pre-

sents a summary of these data. Only the first verbal

response to a referential event or adult utterance was

counted for purpose of thesqtatist:cs, since the

probability of expressing an alternative aspect of an

event rises once a given aspect has already been ex-

pressed, Hence, no instances of Soles 7 and 9 appear

in the table, as these deal with late, verbal response

to one single event,

The chance probability of a correct prediction was

considered to be .5 for purposes of the tests. This

assumption leads to very conservative tests as the pre-

dicted choice is often one of three alternative types

of semantic possibilities for each type of referential

situation (e.g., a choice from among three elements:

agent, action, or object).
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The binomial test yielded clearly
statistically

significant results for three of the cbildrea and bor-
der1ine results for the fourth

P.ed'ts fcr
all four children are in the predicted

directiun. 7'.ro-
babtlity levels are prosehted in the table.

As ;able 1
:tows, most children did not follow the script

freluent-,
ly enough to permit

separate analyses of the SC71;:e,J.
behavior. In addition, several rules were formulated
after the data had berm

collected. if WP eliminate un-
scripted behavior and ex post facto rules, only Jason
provides a body of data large enough to test the purely
predictive power of the rules.

There are ten examp:es
where Jason followed the script and the script tested
rules formulated in advance, In all such cases, the
predictions were confirmed by Jason's actual semantic
choices. According to the binomial

test, the probabil-
ity of these results for

Jason occurring by chance Is
.003, Ia the case cf this

one child, rules generated
by the principle of

informativeness enabled us to pre-
dict quite exactly what he would say when. In the case
of the other 3 children, for whom postdiction was neces-
sary, it would be more accurate

to conclude that these
same rules allow us to understand

their sema.tic choices
in the great majority of Instances,

Stress, If the caretaker
stresses a certain lexi-

cal item in the
utterance prior to the child's

turn,
does this emphasis

influence what the child will s4,1)
In order to

investigate this potential
explanation, both

scripted and unscripted
confirmations and disconfirma-

tions of the predictions
were tallied with respect to

stress in the caretaker's
prior utterance.

Eighty-four
percent of the tire either there were in the caretaker's
prior utterance

several stressed
elements, no stressed

element, a single
stressed element which was not re-peated by the child,

or these was no
1=ediately prior

caretaker utterance. In all four
cases, emphasis cannot determine the

child's choice.
Only 16S of the

'children's utterances
reflected the single stressed

element in the
caretaker's prior turn, 7bere was,

therefore, virtually
no evidence to

support the notionthat stress in the caretaker's
prior utterance ac-counted for the

child's selection of an element toexpress.

Qualitative Results

The follning selection
represents examples of

Rules 1, 7, 9, and 11. (See Greenfield
and Zukow, in

press, for examples of
the other rules.)
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Ordinary type indicates
the referential event;

underlining shots what is said.
Individual words are

placed under the
particular aspect of the event to

which they refer. The :other's
utterances are in

standard English orthography. The child's utterances
are written.phonetically

according tc the
transcription

conventions of Ladefoged
(1975) end enclosed

in brac-kets. Underneath the
phonetic transcription,

the
child's utterances

have been translated
into standard

Zeglish orthography.
For the most part we follow theconventions of Sachs,
Schegloff, rd.

Jefferson (1974)for the verbal
transcription. tout:c

underlining (shoe)indicates changes in pitch and
intensity. The ent77---an utterance is

represented by
an obligee (/).

Con, -textual notes
are enclosed in

double parentheses
Colons (: or ::) indicate

syllable lengthening.

Example: Constant
object, variable

action,

vother

(?!ether putting racket on)

Look Ycmz!'s,utting ±acket on!

(barely an/ale) Y.m hal

Pere the lateket's on/

("ether taking jacket off)

Nov Yomy's taking the jacket offl

[a.f1 off

1,pplitsble

'Pule:anon

;,axon looking at and Approaching

mother

Id5e).A41 jacket

(d5x;kal

[63;tikntl

Ideekeitl

(all on

In this exchange,
the child starts by naming the object

undergoing a change of state at a distance (Rule
1).

Unsuccessful utterances are repeated until the utter-

ance is acknowledged (Rule 7), Mm ha does not acknowl-
edge "what" was said only that "something" was said.
Rhea the :other expands

the child's prior utterance,
thereby acknowledging that utterance, Alice goes on to
encode the next most

informative element (Rule 9). In
the next referential

event the object remains
constant

while a further change of state occurs.
This change is

expressed (off, Rule 11).

This example shows how
rules derived from the

principle of informativeness
operate a in specific con-

crete situation. The reader should now have a better
idea of the nature of

the behavior which produced the
statistical results presented. earlier.

R. 1

R. 7

R. 7

R. 7

R. 9

R. 11
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Conclusion

Our intention has been to shoe the relations be-
tween the structure of

a referential even. and what the
child selects to express linguistically.

Central to
our argument is the notion that the distinction

between
Information and certainty is the esycholceical

tests
for the distinction

beten assertion and presupposition
in language. That which :s

presupposed, taken for
:s more certain and,

thereiore, left un-
expressed or expressed later. The changing, Informtive
elements are'expressei ilrst For the young child what
is taken for greeted is

presupposed by virtue of beir.g
situated in the "here and now." In adult communication
presuppositions are often

hypothetical and complex,
However, the cognitive basis for presupposition

remains
the same: the certainties that

nest exist as a back-
ground for the present

assertion.

In order to test
our Iiipettesee concerning

certain-ty and information
we have developec a new :methodology

of individualized
experiments in which stimuli are

functionally equivalent
across children but particular-

ized for the Individual child. In thus method the data
for each child receive

separate statistical analysis.
The goal is, therefore,

to predict the behavior of each
and every subject, not just group

averages as in the
usual methods of statistical

analysis. This methodology
seems particularly valuab:e for areas like child lee-
geage research where it permits an

integration of qual-
itative and quantitative

analysis.

From inferences made about the child's point of
view we were able to account for a large proportion of
the children's utterances. The notion of inforzative

ness has extended our ability to predict what children

say when they speak and appears to hold promise for in-

creasing our knoviodge of the relationship
between cog-

nition and commuiication.
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